INDOOR FLOORING SOLUTIONS

flake flooring

Opal Blend

Custom Blend

For a hardy, great looking surface use Mastershield Polymer Flooring
Decorative paint flakes incorporated in seamless epoxy and polyurethane floor systems are a great alternative to
other types of floor or wall coverings. The paint flakes are a colourful, tough, low maintenance, seamless, durable and
hygienic coating system for floors, walls and other surfaces for commercial, industrial and domestic areas.
Mastershield Polymer Flooring is an Epoxy product that offers a tough, decorative, seamless, easy to clean, hygienic
surface.

Benefits
n Seamless surface

n Will not harbour bacteria

n High resistance to wearing

n Great for high traffic areas

n Graffiti resistant

n Water Resistant

n Dust resistant

n Unlimited design ideas

n Unlimited flake blends
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DECORATIVE CONCRETE SOLUTIONS

Richmond Marble Blend

Flake
The Mastershield Flake is multicoloured chips in an unlimited range
of different blends in two sizes, large and small. When added with
Mastershield polymer base coat, top coat and sealer, it creates a durable,
unique and great looking flooring system.
Perfect for kitchens, garages,
activity rooms and
other internal
spaces.

www.parchem.com.au
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flake flooring

Standard Blend Range

Ash Grey

Champagne

Desert Grey

Driftwood

Eastwick

Arctic White

Iceberg

Fox

Fruit Salad

Grenadine

Grey Mist

Greywacke

Desert Grey

Dune

Honeycomb

Sahara

Snowfield

Steel

Red Earth

Tutti Frutti

Sweet Pea

Stonegrip Blend Range

New Generation Blends
(Small size flake only)
These new style colour blends have been targeted
at the modern décor of homes. It is especially
designed to enhance garage floor surfaces, and
appear passive, but look finished in line with the
colour décor of the home.
Standard Blends

Autumn

Aztec

Beach Stone

Blue Metal

Moss

These flake blends have been the “main stay” of
Mastershield for many years and are still popular
colour blends in many areas including schools,
commercial premises, and some domestic areas as
well. These blends come in either large or small size
flake.
Marbletone Blends

Opal

Pewter

Red Earth

Sandstone

Volcano Ash

A flooring system with a variety of
n colours

n flakes sizes

n slip resistance

Precautions and Limitations

Colours shown on this chart are to be used as a guide only. Colours illustrated are reproduced as close as modern
printing techniques allow. Brochures and display pavements are intended as an indication only. As the ingredients
within this product are derived from natural sources, colours may vary from batch to batch. Variations in colour and
shading may also occur, depending on the job conditions, chosen texture and finishing practices employed by your
applicator. When flake box opened, colours will appear lighter in the box.
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DECORATIVE CONCRETE SOLUTIONS

Specifically designed to look like a Marble effect
when applied on surfaces. Richer colours for a
highlight effect as well as some passive looks giving
customers an option and choice. These blends
come in large and small size flake.
Stonegrip Blends
(Certified Slip rated floor to RI0/RI2)
Specially designed for the areas where slip
resistance is required; examples include school
toilets and change rooms, exit/ entry areas to
commercial premises and commercial kitchens.
These blended flakes come with a certificate
indicating the “Slip resistant” rating of the surface
when totally installed with our products.

Marbletone
Blend Range

New Generation Blend
Range

Black Marble

Pine Marble

Bamboo

Black Granite

Carnivale

Claypan

Coppertone

Richmond Marble

Midnight Marble

Fiesta

Fossil

Freckle

Frosty

Glacier

Grey Metal Marble

Heritage Marble

Grey Granite

Latte

Moonlite

Oatmeal

Oyster

Caramel Marble

Tan Marble

Paprika

Saffron

Sandlewood

Savannah

Seashell

Terracotta Marble

Rusty Marble

Sherbet

Showtime

Storm

Sunset

Grey Mist Blend

www.parchem.com.au
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colour tints

Mastershield M50 colour tints

Innovative Designs

Colour tints

Mastershield Polymer Flooring can be applied to most floors that have a
firm surface. Suitable for internal areas such as garage floors, home bars,
entertainment areas, laundry and rumpus rooms.

Mastershield M50 can be used as a
chemically resistant protective coating for
your garage floor. The base colours can be
used as a stand alone look or you can add
a partial flake to create a terrazzo look.

Note : Mastershield colour tint when applied to Mastershield M50 opaque base,
provide paler muted colours. Colours represented are indicative only.

bright red
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white

bright green

silver grey

bright yellow

bright blue

black

DECORATIVE CONCRETE SOLUTIONS

The Mastershield Polymer Flooring is a
seamless decorative interior surface range
for domestic and commercial applications.
Available in a wide variety of colours and
striking finishes, Mastershield can be
customised to suit your décor.
Mastershield flooring systems are ideal
for restoring uneven, cracked and eroding
concrete floors. It is extremely hard
wearing, hygienic, easy to clean with design
flexibility.

Mastershield M90 colour tints

The Protection Factor
Mastershield is inherently a hard wearing flooring compound. The dense
M90 polymer structure provides exceptionally high resistance to wearing.
white

tint grey

brick red

black

Note: colours represented and indicitive only.

Mastershield polymer flooring provides a protective layer from the
absorption of water and oil spills. The smooth and seamless surface also
makes it extremely easy to clean and maintain. For the chemical resistant
levels please refer to the Technical Data Sheets for more information.

Colour Effects
Mastershield offers the versatility to create completely customised floors.
Unlimited fleck designs, unlimited flake combinations, full flake or partial
flake, a scatter of glitter or lots of glitter, the selection is unlimited and the
choice is yours.

flake
fleck
base colour

www.parchem.com.au
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NSW
Beresfield 02 4964 4277
Coffs Harbour 02 6652 3599
Narellan 02 4647 0623
Padstow 02 9771 6626
Penrith 02 4722 9259
Riverstone 02 9627 9133
Tuggerah 02 4352 2287
Wetherill Park 02 9756 5494
ACT
Fyshwick 02 6228 1313
QLD
Arundel 07 5500 5600
Brendale 07 3889 7600
Gladstone 07 4978 0128
Morningside 07 3902 2300
Springwood 07 3808 8133
Townsville 07 4779 4750
WA
Belmont 08 6279 9799
VIC
Brunswick 03 9380 2400
Campbellfield 03 9308 6133
Dandenong 03 8710 7000
SA
Hindmarsh 08 8241 6000
TAS
Moonah 03 6278 7277

Customer Service 1300 737 787
National Head Office: 7 Lucca Road, Wyong NSW 2259 02 4350 5000
www.parchem.com.au

The range or products may vary by location so please contact your nearest store for the range of products in stock.

